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About the Book

Novelist Patti Hill celebrates the release of her newest novel The Queen of Sleepy Eye which details with insight and 

humor a story of love, forgiveness and the complexity of mother/daughter relationships.

It?s 1975 and Amy is heading off to California to attend college. She can?t wait to spread her wings and mostly, she 

can?t wait to leave her mom behind.  But before she can leave town, her mother hijacks the trip and along the way, 

forces a detour to Cordial, Colorado. 

Amy is forced to take a job running the local funeral home and is disgusted by her mom?s antics to land a boyfriend. 

Amy decides this too shall pass and that she?ll make the most of it by befriending the older residents who are being left 

behind.  In the meantime, Amy is drawn into the hippies who have taken up residence outside of town.

Discussion Guide

1. The author lived through the 1970s, but her research led her to fresh discoveries about the people and time. How has 

the novel compared to your memories of that time? If you are too young to remember the 1970s, what stereotypes did 

the story challenge for you?

2. Which of the characters makes the biggest impact on Amy and how?

3. How do each of the major characters?Amy, Francie, Feather, H, Mrs. Clancy?change over the course of the story? 

Which characters demonstrate little or no growth, and why?

4. What do we learn about Amy through her relationship and correspondence with Lauren?
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5. What similarities or differences do you recognize from your relationship with your mother and/or your daughter and 

the relationship between Amy and Francie? What could you do to strengthen your relationship?

6. Amy believes she is insulated by her faith from making the same mistakes her mother has. How is that true or untrue? 

What unmet needs are shared by both Amy and Francie? How does Amy?s need make her vulnerable to temptation in 

the apple orchard?

7. Father Raymond says to Amy, ?There never lived a perfectly good saint, but true saints learn to enjoy the goodness of 

God in spite of their imperfections. Let him love you as he made you and lavish you with his grace.? How does his 

counsel correspond with your own view of God?

8. Why does Pastor Ted refuse to come and pray for Feather? What do you think of his dilemma? If you were Amy?s 

pastor years later, how would you counsel her regarding this experience from her past?

9. Amy?s dreams of college and independence die hard. What is the source of our dreams? When is it time to let a dream 

rest in peace? When is it time to resurrect a dream?

10. Amy tells Carl to rush to the Father just as the prodigal son ran to his. In what ways have you distanced yourself 

from God?

Author Bio

Patti?s first novel, Like a Watered Garden, was a finalist in the first-novel category at the 2006 Christy Awards. A 

Publishers Weekly starred review said, ?Fresh prose, wry humor, an enjoyable protagonist and strong pacing make Hill a 

welcome addition to the ranks of inspirational novelists.? CBA Marketplace (Aspiring Retail) called it ?one of the best 

novels [we?ve] read this year.?

Critical Praise

"Put this book on your must read list; it's a real winner!"
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